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Abstract
We present a kinematic analysis algorithm for spatial higher pairs whose parts rotate around
or translate along fixed spatial axes. The part geometry is specified in a paramebic boundary
representation consisting of planar, cylindrical, and spherical patches bounded by line and cir-
cle segments. Kinematic analysis is perfonned by configuration space consbUction following
the method that we developed for planar pairs. The configuration space of a pair is a complete
encoding of its kinematics, including contact constraints, contact changes, and part motions.
The algorithm constructs contact curves for all pairs of part features, computes the induced
configuration space partition, and identities the free space components. Spatial contact analy-
sis is far harder than planar analysis because there are 72 types of contact versus 3. We have
developed a systematic analysis technique and have used it to derive low-degree equations for
all cases, which are readily solvable in closed form or numerically. We demonstrate the imple-
mented algorithm on three design scenarios involving spatial pairs and planar pairs with axis
misalignment.
To appear in Compute,. Aided Design.
Introduction
This paper presents a kinematic analysis algorithm for spatial higher pairs. Kinematic analysis
determines the configurations (positions and orientations) at which two parts touch and the veloc-
ities at which they maintain contact. This is a core design task because contacts are the physical
primitives that make mechanical systems out of collections of parts. Systems perform functions
by transforming motions via part contacts. The shapes of the interacting parts impose constraints
on their motions that largely determine the system function. Designers perform kinematic analysis
to derive the evolving sequence of contacts and motion constraints. The results help them simu-
late the system function, find and correct design flaws. measure performance, and compare design
alternatives.
Pairs are classified as lower or higher. A lower pair imposes a single contact constraint that
can be modeled as a permanent contact between two surfaces. For example, a revolute pair is
modeled as a cylinder that rotates in a cylindrical shaft. A higher pair imposes multiple constraints
due to contacts between pairs of part features (faces, edges, or vertices). For example, gear teeth
consist of involute patches whose contacts change as the gears rotate. When two features touch,
the relative velocity at the contact point must be tangent to both features. This constraint can be
expressed as an algebraic equation in the part configurations whose solution varies smoothly as the
contact point moves along the features. When the contact point shifts to another feature, a different
contact constraint takes effect, perhaps causing a velocity discontinuity.
Higher pairs are common in mechanical design. Gears and carns are used in all types of me-
chanical systems. Ratchets, indexers, and other specialized pairs are used in low-torque precision
mechanisms, such as sewing machines, copiers, cameras, and VCRs. Higher pairs are more versa-
tile than lower pairs because they can realize multiple functions, and are usually cheaper, lighter,
more compact, and more robust than actuators. In a survey of more than 2,500 mechanisms in an
engineering encyclopedia, we found that 65% contain higher pairs [I}. When manufacturing vari-
ation and wear are taken into account, lower pairs must be analyzed as higher pairs, as in revolute
joints with hub play.
Kinematic analysis of higher pairs is a computational bottleneck in mechanical design. The
analyst needs to identify the configurations (if any) where each pair of features touch, the contact
constraints, and the configurations where contacts change. For parts with tens of features, there
are typically thousands ofpotential contacts, since every feature from one part can, in principle, be
in contact with a feature of the other part. However, only a fraction of these potential contacts can
occur, since most are prevented by other contacts.
In prior work, we developed a fast, robust kinematic analysis algorithm for planar higher pairs
[2, 3}. A pair is planar if its part shapes consist of one or more extruded planar contour slices
and the part motions are parallel to the slice plane. The algorithm covers parts whose contour
features are line and circle segments. This class is simple enough to allow fast analysis, yet is
broad enough to cover almost all planar applications. Prior research does not provide an algorithm
for this analysis.
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Our algorithm constructs a geometric representation of kinematics called a configuration space,
which is widely used in robotics [4]. The configuration space of a pair is a complete encoding of
its kinematics, including contact constraints, contact changes, and part motions. It encodes quan-
titative information, such as contact equations and contact change configurations, and qualitative
information, such as failure modes. Industrial case studies [5, 6, 7] show that configuration space
construction is an effective kinematic analysis method for planar higher pairs. Extensive resting
shows that the implementation is fast and robust.
In this paper, we extend the kinematic analysis algorithm from planar pairs to spatial pairs. The
parts are specified in a parametric boundary representation with planar, cylindrical, and spherical
patches bounded by line and circle segments. Each part rotates around or translates along a fixed
spatial axis. Most spatial systems fall into this class, according to our 2,500 mechanism survey
[1] and according to our industrial experience. The main exceptions are precision gears and cams,
which require higher-degree surfaces, or non fixed-axis parts, which are infrequent. The algorithm
also supports spatial tolerancing of planar systems: planar pairs can be analyzed as spatial pairs to
study axis misalignment due to manufacturing variation, assembly error, or wear.
Configuration space construction for spatial pairs is much harder than for planar pairs because
of the increased number and geometric complexity of the part features. Instead of two types of
features (line and circle), there are six types (plane, sphere, and cylinder patches, line and circle
segments, and vertices). Hence, there are 21 spatial contact types (sphere/cylinder, cylinder/arc,
vertex/plane, etc) versus 3 planar types (line/arc, arc/arc, linelline). The fixed-axis motion restric-
tion splits each case into four cases. For example, the sphere/cylinder contact splits into rotating
sphere/rotating cylinder, rotating sphere/translating cylinder, translating sphere/rotating cylinder,
and translating sphere/translating cylinder. All told, there are 72 spatial cases versus 8 planar ones.
To cope with this complexity, we have developed a systematic spatial analysis technique and have
used it to derive low-degree equations for all cases. We solve most equations in closed fonn and
the rest numerically.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes prior research. The
follOWing section illustrates the configuration space method of kinematic analysis on three engi-
neering case studies. The next section outlines the configuration space construction algorithm. The
follOWing two sections describe the spatial contact curve construction step and illustrate it on three
representative cases. The final section contains a discussion of our results and plans for future
work.
Prior research
Table 1 summarizes prior kinematic analysis research. Most research focuses on efficient algo-
rithms for linkages and manipulators, which are systems whose parts are connected by lower pairs
and by simple higher pairs with permanent contacts [8, 9, 10]. Prior research on higher pairs ad-
dresses planar and spatial gears [12] and cams [11, 13] because of their practical importance. The
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IAnalysisIDoCs IPart geometry
lower pair 1-3 planar Schiehlen [8J. Erdman [9J
(linkages) spatial Haug [IOJ
planar I cams, gears Angeles[llJ. Litvin[12J
higher lines, circles,splines Sacks-Joskowicz [2]
pam; 3 lines, circles Sacks [3]
1 cams, gears Angeles[13J. Litvin[12]
spatial planes, spheres, cylinders This paper
higher polyhedral Donald [14]
pairs 6 Joskowicz-Taylor [15]
general theoretical work [4]
IType
Table 1: Prior research in kinematic analysis. The columns indicates the type of pair, the number
of degrees of freedom per part, the geometry of the part boundary, and representative references of
their analysis.
contacts are permanent or change in a known sequence, so the studies focus on contacts between
pairs of complex surface features, such as involutes and helicoids.
We developed kinematic analysis algorithms for fixed-axis planar higher pairs [2] and for gen-
eral planar pairs [3] based on configuration space construction. The algorithms handle contact
changes and are fast and robust on engineering applications. Configuration space was first used as a
computational tool in robot motion planning [4]. The literature describes configuration space con-
struction algorithms for a polyhedral robot moving amidst fixed polyhedral obstacles [15. 16. 17].
Graphics research provides fast collision detection algorithms for polyhedra in support of simu-
lation [18, 19,20]. Although a limited form of kinematic analysis, collision detection does not
address many aspects of mechanical design.
Design scenarios
We illustrate the configuration space method of kinematic analysis and its use in common design
tasks with three examples: axis misalignment in planar dwell gears, backlash reduction in a spatial
indexing pair, and jamming detection in a bevel gear mechanism.
Axis misalignment in planar dwell gears
The first example is a planar dwell gear pair (Figure 1a). The driver is a concentric arc segment
mounted on a gear sector of diameter 240mm. The follower is a star-shaped disk mounted on a
gear sector of diameter lOOmm. The arc segment, disk, and gears are 20mm thick. Both parts














Figure 1: Dwell gears: (a) top view with no axis tilt, and; (b) configuration space; (c) perspective
see-through view with two degree axis tilt, and ; (d) configuration space.
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When the sector disengages, the concentric arc segment engages one of the 16 concave surfaces of
the star-shaped disk, thereby locking it in a dwell position. A full rotation of the driver advances
the follower by l/16th of a rotation. For this example, we approximate each gear tooth involute
boundary segment by two circle segments. The design task is to assess the sensitivity of the pair
to axis misalignment.
We describe the kinematics of the pair within the configuration space representation. The con-
figuration space of the pair is a two-dimensional manifold whose coordinates are the part degrees
of freedom: 8 is the driver orientation and w is the follower orientation (Figure 1b). The dot marks
the configuration displayed in Figure lao Configuration space partitions into blocked space where
the parts overlap (the gray area), free space where they do not touch (the white area), and contact
space where they touch without overlap (the black curves in between). Contact space partitions
into contact curves that represent contacts between pairs of part features.
The free and contact spaces encode the pair kinematics. They consist of 16 channels, each of
which has a horizontal segment and a slanted segment connected by openings along the lines 8 = 0
and 8 = 3 radians (344 degrees). The horizontal segments contain the configurations where the
driver arc locks the follower disk, hence Bchanges and w is nearly constant. The slanted segments
contain the configurations where the gears engage, hence w is a nearly linear function of B. The
gap between the channel boundaries represents part play: the follower can rotate by the channel
height when the driver stands still.
We perform a spatial analysis to assess the sensitivity of the pair to axis m.isalignment. The
axis misalignment transforms the contacts between planar features into spatial ones. For example,
circle/circle contact becomes cylinder/cylinder or cylinder/circle contact. Tilting the driver axis by
two degrees around its y axis causes jamming (Figure lc-d). Tilting the axis by the same amount
around the x axis narrows the channels (reduces play), but does not producejamming (a qualitative
kinematic change).
Manual kinematic analysis of the dwell gears is impractical because of the large number of
contacts. There are over 2,000 pairs of features, called potential contacts, that might generate
contact curves. Only 156 of these generate actual contacts: 36 between a pair of gear teeth and 120
between the locking arc and a disk arc. The 36 tooth/tooth contacts give rise to 36x 16x16 = 9, 216
contact curves for all the teeth, while the 120 arc/disk contacts give rise to 120 x 16 = 1,920 curves
for all the disks. All these curves must be analyzed to construct the configuration space.
Backlash reduction in spatial indexing pair
The second example is a spatial indexing pair (Figure 2a). The driver (left) consists of two cylin-
drical plates of radius lOOmm connected by a slanted crossover. It rotates around a vertical axis
through its center and perpendicUlar to the cylindrical plates. The follower (right) is a gear of radius
IOOmm with 21 rectangular teeth that rotates around an axis through its center and perpendicular
to its surface. The two axes are perpendicular. One full rotation of the driver advances the follower












Figure 2: (a) Spatial indexing pair; (b) detail of its configuration space.
driver rotation. We are interested in reducing the follower backlash. Unlike the first example, the
nominal system exhibits spatial contacts.
Figure 2b shows a detail of the configuration space of the pair. The configuration space co-
ordinates are the follower angle 8 and the driver angle w. The full configuration space contains
21 vertical channels where the follower engages the driver cylinders. The top of each channel is
connected to the bottom of the channel on the right by a diagonal region where the driver crossover
advances the follower. The pair has 217 contacts out of 1,134 potential contacts.
The design goal is to optimize the part dimensions and axes of rotation to minimize play. To
do so, we change the part parameters and observe the results on the configuration space: some
parameter changes, such as increasing the crossover width by O.5mm will reduce the play, others,
such as increasing the rectangular teeth width by O.3mm will cause jamming, while others, such as
horizontally offsetting the driver axis by O.2mm will have no effect.
Jamming detection in a bevel gear mechanism
The third example is a bevel gear mechanism (Figure 3a) comprised of a half gear (bottom) that
alternately drives two full gears (left and right). The full gears have IS teeth and the driver has
eight teeth. We approximate the involute surfaces of the bevel gears with ten planar patches whose
boundaries are line segments, as shown in Figure 3b. The other features are modeled exactly.






Figure 3: (a) Bevel gear mechanism; (b) detail of tooth geometry and gear engagement.
slanted channels. The driver engages the full gear at the left side of a channel, rotates it by 2.22
radians (127 degrees) in the channel, and breaks contact at the right side. The driverlleft gear space
is obtained by a horizontal shift of 180 degrees. The pair has 67 contacts out of 1,764 potential
contacts.
The design task is to ensure that the gearn never jam. They cannot jam while they are engaged
because the channel sides are smooth. It remains to confirm that they always engage. Figure 4b
shows the motion path due to counterclockwise rotation of the driver near the configuration where
it engages a driven gear. Contact occurs on a curve that slopes right. The driving motion projects
onto this curve to yield a coupled motion that follows the curve into the channel mouth. Hence, the
gean; cannot jam during engagement. Figure 4c shows a configuration space in which the contact
curve is vertical, so the driving motion is blocked. This space comes from a faulty design (taken
from a gear manual) in which the sides of the teeth have the same slope (features h and [2 in
Figure 3b), whereas the redesigned teeth have different slopes. Next we assess the sensitivity of
the kinematic function to axis misalignment. Configuration space construction shows that a two
degree deviation greatly increases backlash, while a three degree deviation causes jamming.
Configuration space construction
Figure 5 shows our configuration space construction algorithm. The inputs are the geometry, mo-
tion axis, and degree of freedom (rotation or translation) for each part, and a configuration space












Figure 4: Driver/right gear: (a) configuration space; (b) detail of the configuration space with the
motion path (thick line) showing correct engagement, and (c) blocking due to faulty design.
planar, cylindrical, and spherical patches and with line and circle segments as patch boundaries.
A planar patch is the subset of a plane bounded by a rectangle. A cylindrical patch is the cross-
product of a circle segment with a perpendicular interval. It is bounded by top and bottom circle
segments and by two line segments that connect their start/end points. A spherical patch is the set
of points on a sphere whose latitude and longitude lie in given intervals. It is bounded by circle
segments.
Figure 6 illustrates the algorithm on the spatial indexer shown in Figure 2. Step 1 constructs
contact curves for all pairs of part features (Figure 6a). It generates piecewise linear approxima-
tions of the curves that are accurate to the specified input accuracy. The contact curves for a pair of
features are the configurations in which the features would touch if there were no other features to
interfere. Step 2 computes the partition of the configuration space into connected components in-
duced by the contact curves (Figure 6b). The partition is computed via a line sweep and is encoded
in the standard winged-edge representation of computational geometry [21]. The elements of the
partition are connected components of configuration space bounded by loops of contact curves.
Each component lies wholly in free space or wholly in blocked space. Step 3 classifies the com-
ponents and returns the free space ones. A component is blocked if the parts overlap at a single,
arbitrarily chosen interior configuration.
The algorithm is not provably correct because its numerical computations and computational
geometry can fail on degenerate inputs. We have used heuristics, software engineering, and ex.ten-
sive testing to make it robust.
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Input: part geometry, motion axes and degree of freedom, accuracy.
1. Construct contact curves.
For each feature pair, do:
(a) Structure analysis
(b) Branch construction (point analysis)
(c) Branch pruning
2. Partition configuration space.
3. Classify components into free and blocked space.
Output: Free space components.






Figure 6: Detail of configuration space construction for spatial indexer: (a) contact curves; (b)
partition with "b" on selected blocked components.
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Contact curve construction
The next two sections describe contact curve construction. The partition and classification steps of
configuration space construction are independent of the part geometry and are described in prior
work [2J. The discussion applies to a pair of features. All pairs of part features are enumerated
(the potential contacts) and the actual contact CUIVes are returned.
Let a and b be features on two parts with configuration space coordinates u and v. Let a(u)
denote the space occupied by feature a in configuration u. The contact curves for a and b are
the solution set of one equality and several inequalities in u and v. The equality holds when the
underlying algebraic features touch. These are planes for planar patches, spheres for spherical
patches, cylinders for cylindrical patches, lines for line segments, circles for circle segments, and
vertices for themselves. The solution set, called the algebraic contact curve, is a plane curve. The
inequalities hold at curve points where the contact point of the algebraic features lies on the actual
features. The contact curves are constructed via structure analysis, branch construction, and branch
pruning.
Structure analysis partitions the algebraic contact curve into simple pieces, called branches,
that are monotone in u and whose interiors are disjoint (Figure 7). The u values where branches
begin and end are called critical values. The critical values are computed by sweeping b along
its motion path (a circle or line) and computing the u values where a(u) is tangent to the swept
volume. Tangency is a necessary condition for a Uo to be critical. Otherwise, a(uo) intefSects
the swept volume transversely or is separated from it. If a(uo) intersects the swept volume, then
a(u) intersects it for all u in a neighborhood of Uo. If a(uo) is disjoint from the swept volume,
there are no (uo, v) contact configurations. Either way, there are no Uo curve endpoints. A tangent
point might not be critical if the tangency is degenerate. This case is rare and does not effect the
correctness of structure analysis. The only penalty is that one branch is split in two by a spurious
criticality.
Branch construction approximates the branches to the input accuracy. The critical values are
sorted and each interval between consecutive values is treated separately. On an interval, say
[Ul! U2), we use Brent's method (a standard optimization algoritlun [22]) to find the configuration
Urn that maximizes the distance between an actual branch and the line segment between its end-
points. This distance bounds the error in approximating the branches with the segments. Figure 7
illustrates the computation on the first interval: the line segment is dashed, the maximum occurs on
the upper branch, and the error at Urn is dotted. If the error is less than the input accuracy, the line
segments are returned. Otherwise, the intervals [UI, Urn] and [Um, U2] are approximated recursively
and the results are concatenated. The method whereby the optimizer computes the branch v values
at Urn, called point analysis, is described in the next section.
Branch pruning constructs the contact curves by pruning the portions of the approximate alge-
braic curves where the contact point lies off the actual features. At each curve configuration, we
compute the contact points and the corresponding parameter values for the two features. A line









Figure 7: Example of an Algebraic contact curve with six branches and five critical values.
ieal patch is parameterized with intervals of latitudes and longitudes. A cylindrical patch inherits
the parameterizations of its axis and base. A planar patch is parameterized by height and width. A
contact configuration is removed ifeither of its features is out of range. A feature is out of range if
any of its parameters is out of range. The remaining configurations are the contact curves.
Each combination of feature and motion types requires a separate form of structure and point
analysis. We have developed a systematic treatment that reduces these to canonical cases. Table 2
lists the cases for two rotating parts. The rotation/translation and translation/translation cases are
very similar with simpler solutions. The feature types are cylinders, spheres, planes. and circles.
Lines and vertices are modeled as zero-radius cylinders and spheres. Axis aligned cylinders are
handled separately from general cylinders because they are common and have simpler solutions.
Likewise, circles whose axis is parallel to the rotation axis are handled separately from general
circles. AU cases have been implemented with the exception of those involving contacts between
two general cylinders or their boundary circles, which are rare.
Structure and point analysis are simplified by shrinking one feature and offsetting the other
feature, so that the adjusted features have the same contact configurations as the originals. The
analysis is further simplified by reducing most cases to planar geometry. Table 3 lists the compu-
tational geometry operations for two rotating parts. The other motion types are very similar with
simpler solutions. Axis-aligned cylinders and circles are split into two cases each, depending on
whether the rotation axis is parallel or perpendicular to the cylinder axis. Each operation intersects
two curves, intersects a curve with a surface, or constructs the tangent to a curve at a point. The
table lacks enbies for those Table 2 cases that require nonstandard constructions. All the cases are
implemented in closed fonn.
Each pair of feature types requires a separate form of branch pruning. The motion type is not
taken into account, since the analysis occurs at a single configuration. All the cases are imple-
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g. cylinder g. cylinder numerical* numerical*
a. cylinder numerical closed-form (2)
sphere numerical closed-form (4)
g. circle numerical* numerical*
v. circle numerical numerical
a. cylinder a. cylinder closed-form (2) closed-form (2)
sphere closed-form (4) closed-form (2)
g. circle numerical* numerical*
v. circle numerical numerical
sphere sphere closed-form (4) closed-form (2)
v. circle closed-form (4) closed-form (2)
plane sphere closed-form(4) closed-form(2)
g. circle numerical* numerical*
v. circle closed-form (4) closed-form (2)
g. circle sphere numerical closed-forme4)
g. circle numerical* numerical*
v. circle numerical closed-form (2)
v. circle v. circle closed-form (2) closed-form (2)
I feature 1 I feature 2 Istructure analysis I point analysis I
Table 2: Coverage of structure and point analysis for rotation/rotation. The first two columns
indicate the pair of features in contact: g. cylinder denotes general cylinders, a. cylinder axis
aligned cylinders, g. circle general circles, and v circle circles whose axis is parallel to the rotation
axis. The next two columns indicate the type of solution for structure and point analysis. The
equation degree appears in parenthesis for closed form solutions. Unimplemented cases are starred.
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point analysisstructure analysis
v. cylinder v. cylinder circlelline intersection circlelline intersection
v. circle offset ellipse/circle intersection offset ellipse/circle intersection
h. cylinder h. cylinder circle tangent ellipse tangent
v. cylinder ellipse tangent circlelline intersection
v. circle offset ellipse/circle intersection
sphere v. cylinder ellipse/circle intersection circle/circle intersection
h. cylinder plane/circle intersection circle tangent
sphere torus/circle intersection circle/circle intersection
v. circle torus/circle intersection or circle/circle intersection
plane/circle intersection
plane sphere circle tangent plane/circle intersection
v. circle circle tangent plane/circle intersection
v. circle v. circle line/circle intersection or circle/circle intersection
circle/circle intersection
I feature 1 I feature 2 I
Table 3: Computational geometry in structure and point analysis for rotation/rotation. The first two
columns indicate the pair of features in contact: h. cylinder, v.cylinder, h. circle v. circle denote
cylinders and circles whose axes are parallel or perpendicular to the rotation axis. The next two
columns indicate the type of geometric operation.
mented in closed fonn.
Three representative cases
We describe structure and point analysis on three representative cases. The first illustrates the
derivation in a relatively simple setting. The second is the most complicated contact that has a
closed fonn solution. The third is the only implemented contact that lacks a closed fOIm solution.
We describe branch pruning on the first case; the other cases have the same fonn, but involve more
complicated geometric constructions. A technical report [23] contains detailed descriptions of all
the cases.
Rotating cylinder/translating sphere
Figure 8a shows a rotating cylinder/translating sphere contact. The cylinder has axis p + az and
rotates around the global z axis. Its degree of freedom is the angle 8 between its x axis and the
global x axis. The sphere translates parallel to the global y axis along direction v, so its degree
of freedom is the y coordinate of its center q. The cylinder radius is T and the sphere radius is s.












Figure 8: (a) spatial view of rotating cylinder/translating sphere; (b) projection onto xy plane. The
cylinder is shown at several sample configurations.
We simplify the analysis by projecting onto the xy plane. The contact curves are unchanged
because the cylinder axis is always perpendicular to this plane. The cylinder projects to a circle that
rotates around the origin and the sphere projects to a circle that translates vertically (Figure 8b).
Figure 9 illustrates point analysis. We shrink the sphere (now a circle) to its center (xo. y) with
Xo a known constant. We offset the cylinder (now a circle) by the sphere radius s and obtain the
circle (x - 0:1:,)2 + (y - Oy)2 = (r + 5)2 whose center is 0(0) = (o:z;,Oy). This feature adjustment
preserves contacts by definition of the offset operation. As y varies, the sphere center traces the
vertical line x = Xo. This line is intersected with the offset circle to compute Ya and Yb.
In structure analysis, we compute the 0 values where the rotated cylinder, C((J), is tangent to
the volume swept by the sphere along its motion axis. Figure 8b shows the three solutions in the
xy plane. The cylinder projects to a circle and the swept volume projects to the region between
two vertical lines. Figure 10 shows the critical value computation. We shrink the cylinder to its
center 0(8), which generates a circle. We offset the vertical lines by the cylinder radius r to obtain
x = Xo ± r. The cylinder is tangent to the swept sphere at the three 0 values where the circle
intersects the verticals.
In branch pruning, the contact point is c = p(8) + rd with d a unit vector that points from
p(O) 10 q(y). We compute f = q(y} - p(O), e = f - (f· z)z, and d = e/(T + s). The cylinder
parameters are the cylindrical coordinates of c in the cylinder frame and sphere parameters are the
spherical coordinates of c in the sphere frame. The four parameters must lie in the intervals that
define the two patches.





































Figure 10: Structure analysis: (a) top view of adjusted features; (b) analysis results.
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tions with small changes. Suppose the sphere rotates and the cylinder is unchanged. The only
change in point analysis is that the projected offset cylinder is intersected with a circle (the motion
path of the projected shrunken sphere) instead of with a line. The only change in structure analysis
is that the cylinder center circle is intersected with two circles instead of with two lines, since the
swept volume of the sphere is a torus instead of a rectangle. The only change in branch pruning
is q(y) is replaced with q(w) where w is the sphere angle. A similar analysis applies when the
cylinder translates and the sphere rotates or when both features translate.
Rotating cylinder/rotating cylinder
Figure lla shows a rotating cylinder/rotating cylinder contact. The first cylinder has axis p + au,
has radius T, and rotates by () around an axis parallel to u. The second has axis q + f3v, has radius
S, and rotates by w around an axis parallel to v. Configurations of the two cylinders are written as
C,(O) andasC2 (w).
In point analysis, we project onto the plane through p and perpendicular to v. which preserves
contacts as before. The cylinder C1 (()o) projects to a region bounded by two parallel lines, while
C2 (w) projects to a rotating circle (Figure lib). We shrink the circle to its center q and offset the
lines by the circle radius s (Figure lIe). As before, this feature adjustment preserves contacts by
definition of the offset operation. We compute w by intersecting the motion circle of q with the
offset lines.
In structure analysis, we compute the () values where 01(()) is tangent to the volume swept
by G2 (w) (Figure 12a). The swept volume is a hollow cylinder bounded by cylinders of radii
R 2 ± S with R2 the distance between the cylinder axis and the rotation axis. We project onto a
plane perpendicular to u: 0 1(()) projects to a rotating circle and the hollow cylinder projects to two
regions bounded by four parallel lines (Figure 12b). We shrink the circle to its center, offset the
lines by its radius s, and intersect the motion circle of the center with the offset lines (Figure 12c).
Rotating cylinder/rotating circle
Figure 13a shows a rotating cylinder/rotating circle contact. The cylinder has axis p + 0:'11, has
radius T, and rotates by () around an axis parallel to u. The circle lies in the plane through n and
perpendicular to v, has center c and radius s, and rotates around the axis through p and parallel to
v. Cylinder and circle configurations are written as O(()) and K(w).
In point analysis, we intersect 0(80 ) with the circle plane to obtain an ellipse. The circle is
tangent to the cylinder exactly when it is tangent to this ellipse. We shrink the circle to its center c,
offset the ellipse by s, and intersect the motion circle of c with the offset. A closed fonn solution
is impossible (equivalent to solving an irreducible equation of degree 8), so we use a custom
numerical method, which is described in the technical report. In structure analysis, we sweep the
circle to obtain an annulus, shrink. the cylinder to its axis, and offset the annulus boundary circles
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Figure 11: Point analysis: (a) spatial view of rotating cylinder/rotating cylinder; (b) projection















Figure 12: Structure analysis: (a) spatial view of rotating cylinder/swept cylinder; (b) projection
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Figure 13: Rotating cylinder/rotating circle contact: (a) point analysis; (b) structure analysis.
the offset circles project to ellipses (Figure 13b). We intersect the motion circle with the ellipses
by our numerical method to obtain the critical (j values.
Conclusion
We have presented. a kinematic analysis algorithm for fixed-axis spatial higher pairs via configura-
tion space construction. The input is the part geometry and degrees of freedom and the output is a
geometric encoding of the part contacts and contact changes. We have demonstrated the algorithm
on three mechanical design scenarios. The examples show that our approach frees designers from
manual derivation of contact curves and contact changes, helps them understand complex part in-
teractions, and facilitates function validation. We have implemented the algorithm and tested it on
tens of examples with thousands of contacts, including planar and spatial Geneva pairs, parallel
and orthogonal gears, and cam/follower pairs.
The design scenarios illustrate that complex mechanical parts can be modeled with our class of
patches. In practice, we can model almost any part geometry to a desired accuracy with a moderate
numbers of patches. Thus, our algorithm is broadly applicable to spatial higher pairs. In contrast,
prior work on spatial pairs provides exact solutions for shapes that we approximate, but does not
address the harder problem of contact changes.
There are several directions for future research. The first task is to develop design software
for spatial pairs. In prior work, we developed software for dynamical simulation [24], kinematic
tolerance analysis [25, 26], and parametric design [27, 28] of planar mechanical systems. The
algorithms extend to spatial pairs without major changes. We need to validate the impact model
for the dynamical simulator and to formulate sensitivity equations for the new contact equations.
The next task is to extend configuration space construction to other useful features, such as
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helicoids and tori for helical gears and screws. We can approximate these features with planes,
cylinders, and spheres or can develop new contact equations for which numerical solutions will
probably be required. The ultimate challenge is to analyze general spatial pairs. Computing full
configuration spaces for six degrees of freedom is impractical and often unnecessary. Instead, we
plan to develop an incremental algorithm that constructs the portion of the configuration space that
is relevant to the design problem.
Configuration space construction combines numerical computation with computational geom-
etry on large datasets. This type of computation is prone to robustness problems due to the fun-
damental mismatch between floating point arithmetic and real geometry. We have addressed these
problems with heuristics, software engineering, and extensive testing. A fast, provably robust
algorithm is a topic for future research.
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